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On the Frontlines
Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Possible Spoiler Alert for those not completing
wing 3 of Battle of Dazar’alor
UPDATE - Alliance continues their heinous
attacks on Dazar’alor. When will it end?

Exposé
Kodo Stealing Gnomes
Watch where you’re leading that kodo!

Leidolfr and Otoah Dreamchaser watch over
the Zandalari Vendors.

First the alliance slaughters peaceful
brutosaurs (see volume 8 of the Times) in
their attack on Dazar’alor and now they steal
kodos driving them through swamps?
It must be some kind of mind control as the
mighty kodo probably didn’t know anything
was in the saddle.

The honorable Redwood Tribe and others
chase Jaina Proudmoore from the city, but not
until after the damage is done.

Look how one ceremonial drum is bigger
than that gnome! At least it could have
been a proper Dwarf, like those Clan
Battlehammer chaps!
Gnomes beware… an angry kodo is not
something to mess around with!

Setting the Record Straight!
Investigative Reporting by Lohkawas Wildmane
It is not often that I am able to get away from duties to the Horde in this time of war, but the lovely Trade
Princess Senneca asked me to join her in Booty Bay to discuss charity and running an upstanding
community business, The Swift Silver Cartel.
Seated in her office within the Cartel’s Club, “Badda-Boom!”, high above the Bay, The Trade Princess
explained about the Import/Export business that occurs throughout the docks and caters to all clientele,
remaining a bastion of neutrality betwixt Horde and Alliance.
Further on in the interview, Senneca commented on how other Cartels and Mercantile organizations do
business often reflects negatively on her own law-abiding organization. As proof, she offered for me, as
an investigative reporter, to look over her books to confirm that the Swift Silver Cartel operates on the up
and up.
In Senneca’s own words, “we at
tha Swiftsilvah Cahtel strive for
satisfaction for ouah customahsh
in everythin we sell or produce.”

Security Services also available
The lovely Trade Princess went
on to speak of the safety she
provides for merchants, not only in Booty Bay, but throughout the Eastern Kingdoms.
She wanted to make sure that we were aware of his charitable side, as well. In addition to raising funds at
the Horde Date Auction, she let us know about her
Foundation, and accepted a donation from the
Redwood Times to assist those in need.
In fact, one such family is the Blastcaps and to do
our part, if anyone hears of the whereabouts of Mr.
Blastcap, a mechanic in Booty Bay, please contact
Lohkawas Wildmane at the Redwood Times as
soon as possible so that we can reunite him with
his wife and child. We hope for the best outcome!
In all, the hospitality of the Trade Princess is well
known far and wide, and she did not disappoint!
Senneca speaking on the Swiftsilver Foundation
If other organizations wish to be featured in “Setting the Record Straight” seek out Lohkawas Wildmane,
editor-in-chief of the Redwood Times.

What Happening in Azeroth

Chief Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

One of the biggest events of the season was held in Silvermoon City
this past month.

In answer to the false
claims at the all-volunteer
Horde Date Auction,
Despite a minor disruption by crazed and confused extremists who
10,000 gold received that
thought it was a slave auction and actually went into the dressing
night has already been
room causing a flurry amongst some of the volunteers that were
donated to help women
caught in the midst of changing attire, Trade Princess Senneca of the and children (see article on
Swiftsilver Cartel was able to continue in her duties as hostess for
the Swiftsilver Foundation
the evening’s festivities, after event security escorted the protesters
above), who are on the
away.
verge of starvation where
Pictured below: Blood Knight Cavalry led by they may be forced into
High Lord Thalanduil and Knight-Lord Jehoel prostitution and child
slavery. This is
Said to be
unacceptable and the
protesting
Redwood Times
misogyny and
immediately suggested that
degradation of
some of the money raised
women, instead
be given to this charitable
they appeared to
organization
merely be
another set of
The honorable citizens and
fanatics wanting
military might of the
only to promote themselves, similar to cults such as, Twilight’s
Horde will continue to
Hammer, Cult of the Damned, or even the Heartsbane Coven or
stand against any group
“Wickerites” and their rising of Gorak Tul.
promoting itself above
others in today’s Horde.
Pictured below: Wickerite ceremony, Drustvar, Kul Tiras
The only way the Horde
survives is that we stand
together and not listen to
those that promote hate
and division. We have
heard enough of that from
Alliance leaders, such as
that fanatic, Greymane!

The gold raised from the Auction will be used to host a
traditional Spring Kosh’harg – Date, time and gifts to be raffled
off to attendees soon to be announced.

Hopefully, we can come
together to discuss our
needs as a whole at the
upcoming Spring
Kosh’harg and move
forward in unity.

Brew of the Month

Coming Soon

Aromatic Honey Brew

Event Calendar

What is better than the aroma of Honey?
Well, for starters, not dripping honey from every
orifice!
And not attracting swarms of bees while you try
to drink an ale! Thank Mu’sha, I was not in
Stormsong Valley, where the bees are the size of
vultures!

Un-Goro Madness – March 17-19
More Dinosaurs and these are getting
restless. Make plans to visit them today
before they get out of hand.
Trial of Style Returns – March 20-24
The competition ramps up in the fashion
world. Have you got what it takes, or at least
the clothes to get the votes?

Be careful what you drink!

Azeroth Sports
Alliance plays host to Dodgeball Tournament!
Fortunately, a participant and Kick Fish League member was on hand to share with
the Times.
Unlike Kick Fish, participants seek to do bodily harm to one another throwing objects
AT other participants to knock them out!

Truly an effort in good sportsmanship, as no deaths were reported.

(Note: Part of that mysterious dragon that attacked Dazar’alor a few weeks ago!)
Seeking a Personal Assistant!
Editor-in-Chief seeks personal assistant, not to just to cover sports events, but to
make sure that the Editor makes it on time to witness sports history as it unfolds.

The Great Hunt: Protect Azshara
Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane
Thursday 2.28.2019
Members of Ironsworn Regiment, Swiftsilver Cartel, Blacktooth Grin, and Alo Ichnee Taisha joined
Redwood Tribe and others to take on two dangerous beasts in Azshara.

Many organizations join to hunt two dangerous animals North of Orgrimmar. (pictured above)

One beast, a Druid tainted by fel magic to the point where it is no longer aware of its Druidic roots
or that it once was a valued member of the Cenarion Circle. Unfortunately, an attempt to remind
the beast of its humanity was in vain and the hunters were forced to attempt apprehension. The
beast continues to evade capture through stealth of an almost unfathomable nature. Praise the
Earth Mother, the hunters of this beast sustained no lasting injuries.
The other beast, an Infinite Timereaver causing one of the hunters to age 40 years on the spot,
and another to be cursed with “baby lung” causing his lungs to “de-age” to the size they were as a
toddler. Luckily, Redwood Tribe is home to one of the best medical authorities, Father Benedikt…
who was able to make things right. No one wants to mess with time after everything that
happened back in Draenor!
The Great Hunt was ended with a blessing to the Earth Mother.

New Restaurant Opens in Orgrimmar, Valley of Strength
What’s this?
A New Restaurant in downtown Orgrimmar featuring food from around Azeroth.
Redwood Tribe’s Leidolfr brings his passion for touring Azeroth’s hard to reach places to an
exciting Dinner Menu, featuring traditional 7-course meals.
Seeking the blessing of his Tribe’s senior members, Leidolfr treated Redwood Tribe and friends
to a dining extravaganza under a new moon, a time when new endeavors gain Mu’sha’s favor.
Sample menu –
featuring food
from around
Azeroth.
The restaurant
will be staffed
by associates
while Leidolfr
travels Azeroth
for more food
ideas but when
in Orgrimmar,
expect a meal
fit for Warchief!
Located in the Valley of Strength, near the Chophouse and Brew of the Month vendors, he has
secured some prime real estate, and features food choices for all, including vegetarians.
Leidolfr credits Chieftain Abrahof Ragetotem as his inspiration to learn to cook and hopes he can
continue bringing fine food to the inhabitants of Orgrimmar while he continues to work with
Warbrave Redwood as the premier tour guides in Azeroth.
As Leidolfr says, “no hungry mean no grumpy!”

Travels of a Dark Iron #3
By Acialga Embercast
Duskwood, what a grotesque place. I am sure it was full of some historic value but to me the
entire wood needs to be demolished. Spiders everywhere, and when you get past all the damn
big ones, you realize the smaller ones have infiltrated your pants, causing you to strip infront of a
group of Worgen and go running into the nearest water...personally found this out.
When it is not spiders, it is the dead. Groaning and moaning and being all belligerent, walking
into the tents causing them to fall over. They are more of a pain in the ass mess wise, over any
danger. You would seriously have to be either completely smashed, or the village idiot to die to
one of them. Rotting so long, the brain worms have nothing left to munch on.
Oh, my thoughts are running wild it seems tonight. Where was I in my story? *little doodle of a
squid attacking the wildhammers dwarves is sprawled upon the page with Moira riding upon its
back laughing at the destruction*
Well, basically, Darkshire was a letdown, Duskwood as a whole is a place I will never visit again,
and it is now off to Stranglethorn as Duskwood was just a series of unfortunate events. Think I
have a case of the fleas from the worgen and a nasty infection from a spider that I did not get out
of my pants fast enough.
More next week

Leaked - Tales from the Royal Apothecary Society
*AS#██ The Shambling Flesh
AS#██ began as a Project Cornucopia endeavor that has helped alleviate pressure to produce
sustenance for Forsaken refugees. No military applications were or are being considered.

AS#██ is a large semi gelatinous mass stored in a drained reservoir in site 77. AS#██ was
created by binding the vivisected corpses of approximately 176 quilboar, centaur and █████
Tauren with █ ███ of sanguicell. The constantly
fusing and shifting nature of AS#██ has made
replenishing food stores a simple matter of
adding fresh meat to the reservoir.
AS#██'s side effects were only discovered after
SI:7 agents made contact with it after breaching
site 77 security- see Incident Report 7-M.

Subjects that make a direct touch with
AS#██ develop severe rashes on the point
of contact almost immediately, with
symptoms of intense itching and skin
sensitivity following shortly thereafter.
Subject's dermal tissue at the point of contact
will become viscous and translucent an hour
after exposure. This condition gradually
spreads to the rest of the subject's body over
the course of 2 to 3 hours.
Upon completion of infection subject's life
functions will cease - but the body, now
referred to as AS#██-I will continue to move
and mutate. Normal humanoid features are quickly lost as AS#██-I's epidermis begins
to 'melt' and reshape.
AS#██-I makes new use of the subject's skeletal structure. Rib cages were seen moved
through AS#██-I's torso, to be used for 'biting'. One instance of AS#██-I was also seen
using a spinal cord as a ranged grappling tool.
The nature of AS#██-I's mutations were initially believed to be random. Further
observation now suggest AS#██-I alters itself in a manner that aids it in maneuvering
through the immediate terrain more effectively. Whether this is instinct, or indicative of a
higher intellect is yet unknown.
AS#██-I shows a determined interest in spreading itself to any nearby living creatures.
How AS#██-I perceives its prey with no identifiable approximations of eyes, ears or
noses is yet unknown. AS#██-I shows immediate hostility toward undead and will
attempt to destroy one upon contact - but behaves as if it understands infection would be
impossible.
Disposal of AS#██-I can best be accomplished with blight, high strength acidic
chemicals, or copious use of fire.
Following Incident 7-M, Apothecary ███ has requested the immediate destruction of
AS#██. Request is still pending, but with AS#██ currently contained it is thought that
simply relocating it to a more secure site is preferable.
*Anomalous Specimen – Specimen # was overwritten prior to information reaching the Times.
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